A two-type classification of ice clouds (cirrus) is introduced, based on the 3 liquid and ice water content, LWC and IWC, along air parcel backward tra-4 jectories from the clouds. In-situ cirrus has no LWC along the trajectory seg-5 ment containing IWC; it forms via nucleation from the gas phase. In con-6 trast, liquid-origin cirrus has both LWC and IWC along their backward tra- 
Introduction
Clouds in the tropopause region consisting exclusively of ice crystals (ice clouds or cirrus Cirrus classification schemes, mainly applied in the tropics, distinguish for instance be- at any time during this time period. If this is not the case (Fig. 1a) , then the considered 128 trajectory represents an in-situ ice cloud, and if this is the case (Fig. 1b) case studies (Section 4).
141
Before discussing the results, it is important to mention some limitations of our approach 
182
At 300 hPa in winter (Fig. 2c ) the geographical distribution of the two types of ice clouds 183 is fairly similar with higher frequencies of in-situ ice clouds. In winter both types reach category is present in the ERA-Interim dataset at this location and vertical level. Since 188 the total ice cloud frequency corresponds to the sum of these two categories, we find peak 189 values of ice cloud frequency exceeding 50% at 300 hPa in the central North Atlantic.
190
The contours of 20% in-situ and 10% liquid-origin ice cloud frequencies, respectively, are again above 30% for in-situ and only about 6% for liquid-origin ice clouds.
202
In summer (Figs. 2b,d ) the frequency patterns are more complex and, e.g., for liquid-
203
origin ice clouds at 300 hPa show three maxima, one pronounced (> 25%) along the US 204 east coast at 35
• N, and two weaker ones (about 15%) over Labrador and Scandinavia
205
( Fig. 2d) . In-situ ice clouds at the same level, however, reveal a pronounced peak of 50% reach just above 20% at 420 hPa in winter and about 17% at 340-380 hPa in summer.
232
The conditional frequency of liquid-origin ice cloud (dashed blue line) peaks at more than Interim data used in this study can be accessed from the ECMWF website
320
(https://software.ecmwf.int/wiki/display/WEBAPI/Access+ECMWF+Public+Datasets).
321
The results of this study are available from the authors upon request. In (a) the considered ice cloud formed at time −48 hours and between this time and t = 0 no LWC is present in the air parcel. In (b) the ice cloud formed also at time −48 hours but in this case LWC occurs between −48 and −24 hours.
